
Strength comments 
 

Simply too good, it's hard to find any other teacher as good as the lecturer, one of the best 
teachers I met in hku 
Examples are sufficient 
Sometimes interesting 
He is detailed and patient 
He teaches very interestingly, and listening to his classes will never fall too boring 
Passionate about the topic 
He has a certain enthusiasm when he is explaining a topic which helps me pay attention 
It's good to have the handout scanned on moodle so I can access them anytime 
No response 
The handouts are useful 
He managed to simplify difficult expression for everyone to understand 
He used questions to teach collaboratively in class. It was engaging and interesting 
Interesting, clear and interactive 
He is very funny 
Explain with detail and provide helpful link 
Uploading the scanned handout to Moodle is nice. :‐) 
The teacher is patient with our questions and help us learn gradually 
The humorous language and the interesting story behind math that he told us 
The supporting material is always uploaded in time 
He is funny and teaches lively with body language and genially 
Interesting and helpful 
Good humor 
Teaching was clear, and he was always checking whether students could follow 
He explains the concepts very clearly 
Have class interaction with students 
Very detailed elaboration of course materials 
Interesting lectures! Kind and helpful teacher! Time management of lectures are prefect! 
He was willing to answer students' questions.  
He provided the history of probability to help inspire students or make the course material more 
diverse and interesting 
He showed a lot of examples during lecture 
With lots of examples Clear explanation 
He had simple examples and good proofs. The powerpoint was very comprehensive 
Handouts of the lecture are given 
His timing is good 
Many extra knowledge is included 
He teaches us with many examples and it's very detailed 
Very good 
A lot of interesting information is given on applying problems in real life 
Thoroughness on relatively difficult topics is one of the best features about Prof Wai Ki. He probably 
ascertained the difficult topics based on either his analysis about student response or by student feedback. 
In any case, it was good to see emphasis where it was due and the provision of additional notes.  Also, for 



me at least, it was nice to see Prof Wai Ki giving some time on derivation of results (which were not part 
of the course) so as to gain insight on the topic 
Funny 
Some interactive games involved in lecture 

 
Improvement comments 
 

The steps shown in ppt is not clear enough though, the complementary notes are good to 
compensate the weakness 
Slow down the teaching speed 
Prof. Ching's teaching method is very creative and it can be seen that he has prepared a lot for 
the lecture.  
He's always interesting and has a lot of eye contact with students 
Interaction should be improved 
Not known 
He could've spoken louder 
Should emphasize some basic concepts more 
Sometimes go too fast 
He is already very good 
Spend more time to break down steps when doing the questions 
The ability of expression 
Provide lot of exam questions 
More break 
Often just randomly stopped talking into the microphone. I sit at the front so I don't know if 
students at the back could hear 
Nothing, he's already so great! 
nothing :D 
He may a little improve his pronunciation 
The PPT is really complicated and hard to follow slower 
Maybe more time needs to be spent on the reduction of some distribution model 
Keep it up! 
He simplified the formula to a great extend 
Consider to add some practice question 
Maybe reiterate complicated ideas once more, I wasn't able to keep up as I was still digesting the previous 
information 
He can teach better 
Teach slower 
When the teacher is showing us the handout/projector, he can maybe leave it on the projector for a while 
first since some 
Students might not be able to catch up so quickly 
He simplified the formula to a great extend 
Consider to add some practice question 
Maybe reiterate complicated ideas once more, I wasn't able to keep up as I was still digesting the previous 
information 
He can teach better  
Teach slower 


